Abstract. We consider representing of natural numbers by expressions using 1's, addition, multiplication and parentheses. n denotes the minimum number of 1's in the expressions representing n. The logarithmic complexity n log is defined as n /log 3 n. The values of n log are located in the segment [3, 4.755], but almost nothing is known with certainty about the structure of this "spectrum" (are the values dense somewhere in the segment etc.). We establish a connection between this problem and another difficult problem: the seemingly "almost random" behaviour of digits in the base 3 representations of the numbers 2 n . We consider also representing of natural numbers by expressions that include subtraction, and the so-called P -algorithms -a family of "deterministic" algorithms for building representations of numbers.
Introduction
The field explored in this paper is represented in "The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences" as the sequences A005245 [10] and A091333 [13] . The topic seems gaining popularity -see [1] , [2] , [3] , [11] , [8] .
The paper continues our previous work [6] . First, in Section 2 we consider representing of natural numbers by arithmetical expressions using 1's, addition, multiplication and parentheses. Let's call this "representing numbers in basis {1, +, ·}". Definition 1. Let's denote by n the minimum number of 1's in the expressions representing n in basis {1, +, ·}. We will call it the integer complexity of n. The logarithmic complexity n log is defined as n log 3 n .
It is well known that all the values of n log are located in the segment [3, 4.755 ], but almost nothing is known with certainty about the structure of this "spectrum" (are the values dense somewhere in the segment etc.). We establish a connection between this problem and another difficult problem: the seemingly arXiv:1409.0446v1 [math.NT] 1 Sep 2014 "almost random" behaviour of digits in the base 3 representations of the numbers 2 n . Secondly, in Section 3 we consider representing of natural numbers by arithmetical expressions that include also subtraction. Let's call this "representing numbers in basis {1, +, ·, −}".
Definition 2. Let's denote by n − the minimum number of 1's in the expressions representing n in basis {1, +, ·, −}. The logarithmic complexity n − log is defined as n − log 3 n .
We prove that almost all values of the logarithmic complexity n − log are located in the segment [3, 3.679] . Having computed n − up to n = 2 · 10 11 , we present some of our observations.
In Section 4 we explore the so-called P -algorithms -a family of "deterministic" algorithms for building representations of numbers in basis {1, +, ·}. "Deterministic" means that these algorithms do not use searching over trees, but are building expressions directly from the numbers to be represented.
Let P be a non-empty finite set of primes, for example, P = {2}, or P = {5, 11}. P -algorithm is building an expression of a number n > 0 in basis {1, +, ·} by subtracting 1's and by dividing (whenever possible) by primes from the set P . We explore the spectrum of the logarithmic complexity n P,log = n P log 3 n .
2 Integer complexity in basis {1, +, ·}
Connections to sum-of-digits problem
Throughout this subsection, we assume that p, q are positive integers such that log p log q is irrational, i.e., p a = q b for any integers a, b > 0.
Definition 3.
Let us denote by D q (n, i) the i-th digit in the canonical base q representation of the number n, and by S q (n) -the sum of digits in this representation.
Let us consider base q representations of powers p n . Imagine, for a moment (somewhat incorrectly), that, for fixed p, q, n, the digits D q (p n , i) behave like as statistically independent random variables taking the values 0, 1, ..., q − 1 with equal probabilities 1 q . Then, the (pseudo) mean value and (peudo) variance of D q (p n , i) would be
The total number of digits in the base q representation of p n is k n ≈ n log q p, hence, the (pseudo) mean value of the sum S q (p
2 log q p and, because of the assumed (pseudo) independence of digits, its (pseudo) variance would be V n ≈ n q 2 −1 12 log q p. As the final consequence, the corresponding centered and normed variable
would behave as a standard normally distributed random variable with probability density
2 . One can try verifying this conclusion experimentally. For example, let us compute S 3 (2 n ) for n up to 100000, and let us draw the histogram of the corresponding centered and normed variable
(see Fig. 1 ). As we see, this variable behaves, indeed, almost exactly, as a standard normally distributed random variable (the solid curve). Observing such a phenomenon "out there", one could conjecture that S q (p n ), as a function of n, behaves almost as n q−1 2 log q p, i.e., almost linearly in n. Let us try to estimate the amplitude of the possible deviations by "applying" the Law of the Iterated Logarithm. Let us introduce centered and normed (pseudo) random variables:
.
By summing up these variables for i from 1 to k n , we obtain a sequence of (pseudo) random variables:
, that "must obey" the Law of the Iterated Logarithm. Namely, if the sequence S q (p n ) behaves, indeed, as a "typical" sum of equally distributed random variables, then lim n→∞ inf and lim n→∞ sup of the fraction
(log stands for the natural logarithm) must be −1 and +1 correspondingly. Therefore, it seems, we could conjecture that, if we denote
In particular, this would mean that
By setting p = 2; q = 3 (note that log 3 2 ≈ 0.6309): However, the behaviour of the expression σ 3 (2, n) until n = 10 7 does not show convergence to the segment [−1, +1] (see Fig. 2 , obtained by JurisČerņenoks).
Although it is oscillating almost as required by the Law of the Iterated Logarithm, very many of its values lay outside the segment.
Could we hope to prove the above estimates? To our knowledge, the best result on this problem is due to C. L. Stewart [12] . It follows from his Theorem 2 (put α = 0), that
where the constant C 0 > 0 can be effectively computed from q, p. Since then, no better than log n log log n lower bounds of S q (p n ) have been proved. However, it appears that from a well-known unproved hypothesis about integer complexity in basis {1, +, ·}, one can derive a strong linear lower bound of S 3 (2 n ).
Proposition 1. For any primes p, q, and all n, S q (p n ) ≥ p n − nq log q p.
Proof. Assume, a m a m−1 ...a 0 is a canonical base q representation of the number p n . One can derive from it a representation of p n in basis {1, +, ·}, having length
we have m ≤ n log q p < m + 1, and p n ≤ nq log q p + S q (p n ).
Theorem 1.
If, for a prime p = 3, > 0, and n > 0, p
according to Proposition 1, we have
Let us remind the well-known (and verified as true until n = 39) [6] Hypothesis 1. For all n ≥ 1, 2 n = 2n (moreover, the product of 1 + 1's is shorter than any other representation of 2 n ).
We consider proving or disproving of Hypothesis 1 as one of the biggest challenges of number theory.
If 2 n = 2n, then 2 n log = 2 log 3 2 , and thus, by taking in Theorem 1, = 2 log 3 2 − 3, we obtain
Thus, proving of Hypothesis 1 would yield a strong linear lower bound for S 3 (2 n ). Should this mean that proving of Hypothesis 1 is an extremely complicated task?
Similar considerations appear in [1] (see the discussion following Conjecture 1.3) and [3] (see Section 2.1.2).
Compression of powers
For a prime p, can the shortest expressions of powers p n be obtained simply by multiplying the best expressions of p?
The answer "yes" can be proved easily for all powers of p = 3. For example, the shortest expression of 3 3 = 27 is (1 + 1 + 1) · (1 + 1 + 1) · (1 + 1 + 1). Thus, for all n, 3 n = n 3 = 3n. The same seems to be true for the powers of p = 2, see the above Hypothesis 1. For example, the shortest expression of 2 5 = 32 is (1+1)·(1+1)·(1+1)·(1+1)·(1+1). Thus, it seems, for all n, 2 n = n 2 = 2n. However, for p = 5 this is true only for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, but the shortest expression of 5 6 is not 5 · 5 · 5 · 5 · 5 · 5, but
Thus, we have here a kind of "compression": 5 6 = 29 < 6 5 = 30. Could we expect now that the shortest expression of 5 n can be obtained by multiplying the expressions of 5 1 and 5 6 ? This is true at least until n = 17, as one can verify by using the online calculator [5] by Jānis Iraids. But, as observed by JurisČerņenoks, 5
36 is not 5 6 · 6 = 29 · 6 = 174 as one might expect, but:
In total, this expression of 5 36 contains 173 ones. Until now, no more "compression points" are known for powers of 5. Let us define the corresponding general notion: Definition 4. Let us say that n is a compression point for powers of the prime p, if and only if for any numbers k i such that 0 < k i < n and k i = n:
i.e., if the shortest expression of p n is better than any product of expressions of smaller powers of p. Question 1. Which primes possess an infinite number of compression points, which ones -a finite number, and which ones do not possess them at all?
Powers of 3 (and, it seems, powers of 2 as well) do not possess compression points at all. Powers of 5 possess at least two compression points. More about compression of powers of particular primes -see our previous paper [6] (where compression is termed "collapse").
Proposition 2. If a prime p = 3 possess zero or finite number of compression points, then there is an > 0 such that for all n > 0, p n log ≥ 3 + .
Proof. If p = 3, then for any particular n, p n log > 3. If n is not a compression point, then
for some numbers k i such that 0 < k i < n and k i = n. Now, if some of k i -s is not a compression point as well, then we can express p ki as p lj , where 0 < l j < k i and l j = k i . In this way, if m is the last compression point of p, then, for any n > m, we can obtain numbers k i such that 0 < k i ≤ m, k i = n, and
Hence,
we obtain that
for some > 0.
As we established in Section 2.1, for any particular prime p = 3, proving of p n log ≥ 3 + for some > 0, and all sufficiently large n > 0, would yield a strong linear lower bound for S 3 (p n ). Therefore, for reasons explained in Section 2.1, proving of the above inequality (even for a particular p = 3) seems to be an extremely complicated task. And hence, proving (even for a particular p = 3) that p possess zero or finite number of compression points seems to be an extremely complicated task as well. More about the spectrum of logarithmic complexity n log see in our previous paper [6] .
The weakest possible hypothesis about the spectrum of logarithmic complexities would be Hypothesis 2. There is an > 0 such that for infinitely many numbers n: n log ≥ 3 + .
Hypothesis 2 should be easier to prove than Hypothesis 1 and other hypotheses from [6] , but it remains still unproved nevertheless.
On the other hand, 3 Integer complexity in basis {1, +, ·, −} In this Section, we consider representing of natural numbers by arithmetical expressions using 1's, addition, multiplication, subtraction, and parentheses. According to Definition 2, n − denotes the number of 1's in the shortest expressions representing n in basis {1, +, ·, −}.
Of course, for all n, n − ≤ n . The number 23 is the first one, which possesses a better representation in basis {1, +, ·, −} than in basis {1, +, ·}:
= 2
3 · 3 − 1 = 2 2 · 5 + 2; 23 − = 10; 23 = 11.
Definition 5. a) Let's denote by E − (n) the largest m such that m − = n. b) Let's denote by E −k (n) the k-th largest m such that m − ≤ n (if it exists). Thus, E − (n) = E −1 (n). c) Let's denote by e − (n) the smallest m such that m − = n.
One can verify easily that E − (n) = E(n) for all n > 0, i.e., that the formulas discovered by J. L. Selfridge for E(n) remain valid for E − (n) as well:
Proposition 4. For all k ≥ 0:
One can verify also that for n ≥ 5, E −2 (n) = E 2 (n), hence, the formula obtained by D. A. Rawsthorne [7] remains true for the basis {1, +, ·, −}: for all n ≥ 8, E −2 (n) = 8 9 E − (n). These formulas allow for building of feasible "sieve" algorithms for computing of n − . Indeed, after filtering out all n with n − < k, one can filter out all n with n − = k knowing that n ≤ E − (k), and trying out representations of n as A · B, A + B, A − B for A, B with A − , B − < k. See [13] for a more sophisticated efficient computer program designed by Jānis Iraids.
JurisČerņenoks used another efficient program to compute n − until n = 2 · 10 11 . The program was written in Pascal, parallel processes were not used. With 64G RAM and additional 128G of virtual RAM (on SSD), the computation took 10 hours.
The values of e − (n) up to n = 81 are represented in Table 2 . Some observations about e − (n) are represented in Table 3 and Fig. 3 . One might notice that the properties of the numbers around e − (n) are different from (and less striking than) the properties of the numbers around e(n) [6] .
Does Fig. 3 provide some evidence that the logarithmic complexity of n does not tend to 3? Fig. 3 . Logarithmic complexities of the numbers e(n) (upper dots) and e−(n) At least for all 2 n up to 2 · 10 11 Hypothesis 1 remains true also for the basis {1, +, ·, −}.
While observing the shortest expressions representing small numbers in basis {1, +, ·, −}, one might conclude that whenever subtraction is the last operation of a shortest expression, then it is subtraction of 1, for example, 23 = 2 3 · 3 − 1. As established by JurisČerņenoks, the first number, for which this observation fails, is larger than 55 billions:
Until 2·10
11 , there are only 3 numbers, for which subtraction of 6 is necessary as the last operation of shortest expressions -the above one and the following two:
n − = 77; n = 111534056696 = (2 5 · 3 4 − 1)(3 16 + 1) − 2 · 3,
Necessity for subtraction of 8, 9, 12, or larger was not observed for numbers until 2 · 10 11 .
Theorem 2. For all n > 1, 3 log 3 n ≤ n − ≤ 6 log 6 n + 5.890 < 3.679 log 3 n + 5.890,
If n is a power of 3, then n − = 3 log 3 n, else n − > 3 log 3 n.
Proof. The lower bound follows from Proposition 4. Let us prove the upper bound. If n = 6k, then we can start building the expression for n as (1+1)(1+1+1)k. Hence, by spending 5 ones, we reduce the problem to building the expression for the number k ≤ n 6 . Similarly, if n = 6k + 1, then, by spending 6 ones, we reduce the problem to building the expression for the number k ≤ n−1 6 . If n = 6k + 2 = 2(3k + 1), then, by spending 6 ones, we reduce the problem to building the expression for the number k ≤ n−2 6 . If n = 6k + 3 = 3(2k + 1), then, by spending 6 ones, we reduce the problem to building the expression for the number k ≤ n−3 6 . If n = 6k+4 = 2(3k+2) = 2(3(k+1)−1), then, by spending 6 ones, we reduce the problem to building the expression for the number k + 1 ≤ . Thus, by spending no more than 6 ones, we can reduce building the expression for any number n to building the expression for some number k ≤ n 6 + 1 3 . By applying this kind of operations 2 times to the number n, we will arrive at a number k ≤ . By applying them m times, we will arrive at a number
Hence, if 23 , then, after m operations, spending ≤ 6m ones, we will arrive at the number ≤ 5. Thus, n − ≤ 6 log 6 5n 23 + 1 + 5 = 6 log 6 n + 5.890 < 3.679 log 3 n + 5.890.
According to Theorem 2, for all n > 1:
3 ≤ n − log ≤ 3.679 + 5.890 log 3 n .
It seems, the largest values of n − log are taken by single numbers, see Table  1 . The lists in braces represent Cunningham chains of primes [4] . Table 3 : Prime factorizations of numbers close to e−(n) n e−(n) − 2 e−(n) − 1 e−(n) e−(n) 
P -algorithms
In this section we will explore a family of "deterministic" algorithms for building representations of numbers in basis {1, +, ·}. "Deterministic" means that these algorithms do not use searching over trees, but are building expressions directly from the numbers to be represented. Let P be a non-empty finite set of primes, for example, P = {2}, or P = {5, 11}.
Let us define the following algorithm (P -algorithm). It is building an expression of a number n > 0 in basis {1, +, ·} by subtracting 1's and by dividing (whenever possible) by primes from the set P . More precisely, P -algorithm proceeds by applying of the following steps:
Step 1. If n = 1 then represent n as 1, and finish.
Step 2. If n = p for some p ∈ P , then represent n as ex(p), where ex(p) is some shortest expression of the number p in basis {1, +, ·}, and finish.
Step 3. If n > 1, n / ∈ P and n is divisible by some p ∈ P , then represent n as ex(p) · n p (where ex(p) is some shortest expression of the number p) and continue by processing the number n p .
Step 4. If n > 1 and n is divisible by none of p ∈ P , then represent n as 1 + (n − 1) and continue by processing the number n − 1.
For example, consider the work of the {5, 11}-algorithm: Definition 6. The number of ones in the expression built by P -algorithm for the number n does not depend on the order of application of Steps 1-4, let us denote this number by n P . The corresponding logarithmic complexity for n > 1 is denoted by n P,log = n P log 3 n .
For example, if P = {5, 11}: Of course, for any P : 1 P = 1; 2 P = 2; 3 P = 3; 4 P = 4; 5 P = 5.
Proposition 5. (Lower bound) For any P , and all n > 1, 3 ≤ n log ≤ n P,log .
This lower bound cannot be improved -the equality holds at least for n = 3.
Hypothesis 3. (Upper bound)
Let q be the minimum number in P . Then, for all n > 1, n P,log ≤ q log + q − 1 log 3 q .
Proposition 6. The assertion of Hypothesis 3 holds, if the number q is such that for all p ∈ P :
Proof. The assertion of the Hypothesis holds obviously for n = 2. It holds also for 2 < n ≤ q − 1. Indeed, since r ln r is growing at r > e, we have for these n,
So, let us assume that n ≥ q is the least number violating the inequality of the Hypothesis, namely:
n P log q n > q + q − 1.
Consider the last "macro" operation used by the P -algorithm to build the expression of the number n. It is either r + pX, where 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 2; p ∈ P , or q − 1 + qX. In either of cases a contradiction can be derived.
Theorem 6 allows to prove many cases of Hypothesis 3. 1. 2 ∈ P . Then q = 2 and the condition of the Theorem holds obviously -it is well known that p ≤ 3 log 2 p for all p > 1.
2. 2 / ∈ P and 3 ∈ P . Then q=3, let us verify that 1+ p log 3 p ≤ 3 + 3 − 1 = 5 for all p > 3. Since p ≤ 3 log 2 p, we have:
hence, the required inequality holds for p ≥ 89. As one can verify directly, it holds also for 3 < p < 89 as well. 3. q = 5. Let us verify that 3+ p log 5 p ≤ 5 + 5 − 1 = 9 for all p > 5. Since p ≤ 3 log 2 p, we have:
hence, the required inequality holds for p ≥ 11. As one can verify directly, it holds also for 3 < p < 11 as well. 4. q = 7. Let us verify that 5+ p log 7 p ≤ 7 + 7 − 1 = 12 for all p > 7. Since p ≤ 3 log 2 p, we have:
hence, the required inequality holds for all p ≥ 16. As one can verify directly, it holds also for 5 < p < 16 as well. For the general case, we have proved a somewhat weaker Theorem 3. Let q be the minimum number in P , and Q -the number in P with the maximum Q log . Then, for all n > 1,
Proof. Consider the expression generated by the P -algorithm for the number n:
where for all i: p i ∈ P ; 0 ≤ r i ≤ q − 1; 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1. Then:
where r = 0, if r = 1, else r = r.
By setting all r i = 0 we obtain that r k i=1 p i ≤ n, and that rq k ≤ n, or k + log q r ≤ log q n.
we obtain,
It remains to prove that the following expression does not exceed q − 1:
r i + r log q n ≤ k(q − 1) + r k + log q r .
If r = 1, then r = 0, and the expression is equal to q − 1, so, let us assume that r = r > 1 (then also q ≥ 3), and let us apply the following general inequality that holds for any positive real numbers a j , b j :
So, it remains to prove that r log q r ≤ q − 1. This is obvious for 2 < r ≤ q − 1, since r ln r is growing at r > e. It remains to consider the situation r = 2. Since 2 log q 2 ≤ q − 1 holds for q ≥ 7, only two exceptions remain: q = 3 and q = 5. But these are covered by the above-mentioned consequences of Theorem 6.
The spectrum of n P,log is characterized by the following Theorem 4. Let q be the minimum number in P , and p -the number in P with the minimum p log . Then:
(1) The values of n P,log fill up densely the interval p log , q log + q−1 log 3 q . (2) For any > 0 there exist only finitely many n such that 3 ≤ n P,log < p log − .
(1) and (2) of Theorem 4 follow from the lemmas below. Lemma 1. Consider any two p, q ∈ P, p < q. Then the values of n P,log fill up densely the interval ( p log , q log ).
Proof. Consider, for any positive integers a, b, the logarithmic complexity of the number p a q b :
p a q b P,log = a p + b q a log 3 p + b log 3 q .
Values of this expression fill up densely the interval p log 3 p , q log 3 q .
Lemma 2. Let q be the minimum number in P . Then, the values of n P log q n fill up densely the interval ( q , q + q − 1). Hence, the values of n P,log fill up densely the interval q log , q log + q−1 log 3 q .
Proof. We will build the necessary filling up numbers n by using two operations on X: qX and q − 1 + qX.
Let us start from a number n 0 such that n 0 ≡ −1 (mod p) for all p ∈ P . By Chinese Remainder Theorem, there is such an n 0 <
